Introduction
A considerable variety of magnetic field dependent reaction kinetics has been described during the last 20 years, and the analysis of such magnetokinetic effects has provided a wealth of valuable information on elementary reaction steps connected to the chemical behaviour of reaction intermediates with weakly coupled pairs of electron spins [1] . Recently, magnetic field effects (MFEs) on the yield of electron transfer products in the photooxidation of Ru-trisbipyridyl complexes were reported for the first time [2, 3] . According to experiments in this laboratory, significant MFEs on the lifetime of the photoreactive Ru-complex do not occur either in the absence or in the presence of the electron acceptor (methylviologen) in the field range investigated of 0 -3 [3, 4] . Therefore it was concluded [3] that the MFE must arise in the primary redox pair (RP) after the photoinduced forward electron transfer step.
The following scheme is generally adopted to account for net electron 
Definitions analogous to those given in Eqs. (8) Crosby [6] to describe the lowest group of MLCT states of Ru(bpy)3+ [18] . In the excited Ru(bpy)3+ complex these states are split by some ten wavenumbers [11, 12, 19, 20] 
(13 a) (13 b) Here k is the orbital dilution factor.
The g-factor of MV+-is very close to that of a free electron [21] . It will be considered as isotropie, the subscript MV being omitted. In the basis of hence may undergo a direct backward electron transfer reaction. The latter type of magnetic-field-induced reactivity of a radical pair is not known from normal radical pair theory. It is, however, a characteristic feature of the triplet mechanism where the magnetic field mixes triplet substates which are differently coupled to singlet reaction channels by SOC [13, 22] .
2.3. Spin state transition induced by rotational motion of the Ru-complex In order to account for anisotropie SOC in the Ru(III) complex moiety the spin states of the RP had to be described in a coordinate system fixed to the principal axes of the complex (cf. Fig. 1 ). We will now consider how the effective spin functions of the RP are transformed upon rotation of the complex. Rotation of the MV+-radical does not change the representation of the effective RP spin functions because the orbital of the unpaired electron adiabatically follows the rotation of MO r, whereas its spin remains unchanged in a frame which is independent of the MV+-orientation, since it is completely decoupled from orbital motion [23] . (20) where I denotes the unity matrix and A = (u\fxx + u2yy2yy + ulfj-. (21 ) The matrix representation of the rotation operator in the basis of product spin functions (7) is the direct product of the corresponding matrices R.p" (Vruiiid) and (Vmv+ )j whereby yMv+ = I-After transforming to the coupled basis (10), one obtains the following matrices for rotation about the main axis of the Ru complex.
V \ (<p\ (27) , to the density matrix of an ensemble of RPs with some fixed orientation, yields the time evolution of its density matrix (in the molecular frame) as the orientation of the ensemble spreads out by rotational diffusion. If the initial orientation distribution of RPs is isotropie, for every RP jumping into some new orientation, there will be one arriving at the considered initial orientational from a contiguous orientation by a rotational jump of the same width and in the same direction. Therefore, if the density matrix (in the molecular frame) is also independent of orientation, which holds exactly at zero field, the density matrix of RPs at the initial orientation changes in the same way as the density matrix of the RPs that were initially at this orientation. Under such conditions the operator defined in Eq. (27) [5] . Of course, for a hypothetically spin-allowed process, the corresponding value should be significantly faster. Therefore, in the first trial calculations (cf. Fig. 2 The rate constant of cage escape (/cce) is the same for all spin substates, the rate constant of backward electron transfer is much faster for S' than for T'± (pss :psT± 10:1), for T'0 it is zero.
In Fig. 2 the results on the magnetic field dependence of rçce are shown, obtained with the standard parameter set for the various cases where the RP is generated only in one of the substates 5", T'0 or T'±. For T' generation 0 . is much higher than the experimental value, for S' generation it is significantly lower. The magnetic field dependences exhibit different characteristics. For a RP created in T'0 the magnetic field dependence reaches its steepest slope at a relatively low field of about 0.1 T. This effect is due to the large bTT mixing term and brings rçce for this case close to the zero-field starting point of the T'± case. Here >?ce is largely determined by the direct reaction possibility (pfi Ka) of T'+. At fields higher than about 0.3 T, T'0 and T'± are approximately in equilibrium during the RP decay, so that they show a similar magnetic field dependent decrease of >?ce at higher fields. This magnetic field dependence is due to the increase of T' -S' mixing by virtue of the term bTSB0 in Eq. (35). Since bTS is about 5 times smaller than bTT, correspondingly higher fields are necessary to make this magnetic field effect contribution observable. At low fields, T'0 -T'± equilibration responsible for the relatively steep initial magnetic field dependence of rçce, when the RP is generated in 70, has just the opposite effect when starting in T'±.
-0. 50   1-1-1-1-1-1-1 In this case rçce exhibits a slight increase at low fields because the equilibrated 7" mixture recombines less efficiently than T'±. If the RP is created in S', a positive MFE on rçce is obtained. The onset of the effect that is based on the èTS-dependent S -T' mixing coincides with the field region where the T' Q and 7+ curves start to run parallel. The reason for the magnetic field dependent increase of is obvious: the equilibrized S'/T' mixture has a smaller average recombination constant than a mixture more enriched in S".
In the next step of the fitting procedure, the theoretical parameter values to reproduce the experimental results on "ce(#o) the initial populations P¡ of the substates i were varied in terms of one parameter 5 fl,..w=""w:m""<0) (36) Í7ce (0) are plotted in Fig. 3 for the full range of 0 < s < 1. In order to obtain a negative MFE, s must be lower than 0. Fig. 5 ). In Fig. 6 we present the explicit time dependence of the decay of the RP obtained with the parameter set of the optimum fit of R^c (B0) in Fig. 5 .
The decay is not monoexponential. In the beginning the slope of the logplot approximately corresponds to s kbet + kce and reflects the fast recombination of most of the initial S' population. Because, initially, the S' population exceeds its equilibrium value there is some net transfer of S' population to the manifold caused by spin relaxation and magnetic field induced mixing. This process is faster in a magnetic field and therefore According to Eq. (13) the signs of both gâ nd gL are positive when using their value of = 67.5°. It should be mentioned that an alternative value of = 45°has been advocated by Kober and Meyer [17] . With Fitting the experimental results allows us to determine a unique set of model parameters including the value of the rate constant of spin-allowed backward electron transfer (kbet).
As shown in the discussion, a physically consistent interpretation of the magnetic field effect requires and may help to achieve an advanced understanding of several elementary processes and problems associated with the backward electron transfer process. These problems concern the mechanism of spin relaxation, the spin situation in the photoreac- 
